
  

Akamai Bulls Position for New Highs 

Ticker/Price: AKAM ($105.20) 

 

Analysis: 

Akamai (AKAM) on 6/26 traded more than 9,000 call options which is 6X daily average with a focus on August, action early in 

August $120 OTM calls with 1400 bought to open and later in the day more than 2,400 August $105 at-the-money calls opening 

$6.50 to $6.80 in size trades. AKAM options activity previously slow with 1400 July $100 calls in open interest mainly from buyers 

on 6/8, small November $105/$97.50 bull risk reversals opened on 6/11 for 300X, and seen 1200 January 2022 $115 calls sold in a 

buy-write as well as 2200 January $97.50 calls opened on 4/2 as a $3.2M position. The action Friday came with AKAM being a 

relative strength name triggering a bullish wedge breakout in the morning and closing the day strong despite a very weak tape, a 

name that performed well with the Work from Home trend. A move out of this $94/$107 range can target new highs measuring to 

around $120. AKAM started as a CDN (Content Delivery Network) but has morphed into a full cloud service operator with a thriving 

security business. They utilize regional server hubs that hold copies of website images, video, and more so that users could access 

content from them and not the main servers on-premise. They currently utilize 175,000 servers to handle 30% of the world’s web 

traffic. AKAM helps others build their own network to support a VOD server. AKAM is driving more business to their subscription 

model to help cut down on Capex costs for companies and drive more predictable, higher-visibility recurring revenue. They continue 

to win share in the market despite more companies shifting away from a single vendor and using multiple companies for their 

distribution. AKAM is heavily involved across a multitude of web/mobile performance solutions and cloud security solutions as well 

as the core media delivery solutions. The security business has a $300M annual run rate as its largest business and continues to 

grow with additional use cases for its technology. The $16.7B company also offers value in a Tech sector seeing surging valuations, 

trading just 19.7X Earnings and 5.65X Sales with a strong balance sheet. AKAM noted a 30% rise in traffic in Q1 with home 

consumption of media rising while gaming has been a big driver of traffic spikes. AKAM is also benefitting from new launches like 

Disney+, HBO Max and Peacock. Analysts have an average target of $112 with short interest low at 3.8% of the float. Raymond 

James with an interesting note last week that Amazon Live TV would add a lot of incremental traffic and spending for AKAM and 

LLNW. On 4/29 Craig Hallum upped its target to $120 and B. Riley to $125 noting despite pulling FY guidance key drivers to 

growth remain on track. Hedge Fund ownership rose modestly in Q1 filings, King Luther a top holder added to its position. 

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: AKAM as a combination of value, growth, strong technical and bullish flow checks all the boxes 

and continue to like the name. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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